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Contact: Valerie Lunsford, Learning Experience Director
Email Address: valerielunsford@fergusonlearning.com

Ferguson Learning Company
Products and Services Catalog

Featuring
Dynamic Leadership Learning Experience™ Sessions
Dynamic Leadership™ is the cornerstone of People Leader Development

A Leadership learning and development plan for your organization!
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FERGUSON LEARNING COMPANY OVERVIEW
At Ferguson Learning Company, Talent and Leadership Development is our specialty. We
provide an exceptional and engaging learning experience that promotes positive professional
enrichment.
Success for the organization and individual is dependent on the Talent within. Active
learning provides participants the mindset and opportunity to test ideas in a safe environment
free of judgment that enables you to discover, hone and develop your personal solutions to the
business and Talent challenges you face. FLC facilitates your learning by imparting new, cuttingedge techniques and content, enabling participants to actively apply learning to each’s business
environment and specific needs. Our content is designed and proven to provide the skills and
tools necessary to enhance leadership capabilities as participants become the People Leaders
their organizations need.
Ferguson Learning Company, headquartered in Greater Cincinnati, is a certified womanowned Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) that stands behind its qualified services and
resources, which is confirmed by its client satisfaction process.
FLC is comprised of thought leaders from a wide range of industries who have come
together to tackle the Talent and Leadership challenges of today. We provide cutting-edge
support to Leaders who are looking to substantially improve business results. Our team is
dedicated to driving maximum meaningful impact for our clients by targeted development of
empowered Leaders who can deliver significant change.
WEBSITE:

fergusonlearning.com

CONTACT:

valerielunsford@fergusonlearning.com
Valerie will be your initial point of contact and, as Learning
Experience Director, will act as your liaison

SERVICE AREA:

Worldwide

D-U-N-S ID Number:

038793032

CAGE Code:

975X4

SAM Entity ID:

JMQFGELFWTB5
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Diverse Supplier Status:

Ferguson Learning Company is a certified women owned business
appropriate for Supplier Diversity Reporting

CERTIFICATIONS:

DBE Certification as a woman-owned
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise

CORE COMPETENCIES
Primary

Professional & Management Development


































Accountability
Advisory Services
Analysis
Business Partner OnDemand
Change Management
Coaching
Collaboration
Communication (active listening)
Communication (story telling)
Consulting
Cross-functional teamwork
Custom Content Development
Delegation
Educational Programs, Instruction, Support
Emotional Intelligence
Employee Engagement
Inclusion & Diversity
Keynote Speakers
Leadership & Talent Development
Leading across generations
Leading with Empathy
Learning & Development
On-site Corporate Training
Organizational Design
Performance
Problem Solving Process
Recruiting & Interviewing
Strategic Planning & Alignment
Succession Planning
Time Management
Train-the-Trainer Facilitator Training
Workshops

PRIMARY NAICS

611430: PROFESSIONAL AND MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
OTHER NAICS

511130: BOOK PUBLISHERS
541611: ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT & GENERAL
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES
541612: HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTING SERVICES
541618: OTHER MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES
561499: ALL OTHER BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES
561990: ALL OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES
611699: ALL OTHER MISCELLANEOUS SCHOOLS AND
INSTRUCTION
611710: EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
923110: ADMINISTRATION OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS
SIC CATEGORIES

2731: BOOK PUBLISHING
7389: BUSINESS SERVICES, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
8299: SCHOOLS AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
8741: MANAGEMENT SERVICES
8742: MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES
8748: BUSINESS CONSULTING, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
9411: ADMINISTRATION OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
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What sets Ferguson Learning apart from the competition?












Learned experts passionate about your development
Patent pending cutting-edge process
Exceptional learning experience
Relevant content produces actionable results
Unparalleled support
Dedication to driving meaningful impact
Targeted business-critical development
Opportunity to learn, practice, access and resolve your business challenges
Every service is wholly focused on our clients & their employees
We know our competencies & are confident in your capabilities
No long-term coaching contracts

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS:
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Dynamic Leadership Learning Experience™
(DLX™) Sessions
Dynamic Leadership Training Sessions
2-day session
80% active participation/20% learning fundamentals
Practical learning
Learning experience
Public sessions across the U.S. - See Page 14
On-site Corporate sessions - See Page 16

Dynamic Leadership Learning Experience™ is the cornerstone of People Leader development.
This patent pending leadership development program is a transformational learning experience
that will provide Leaders the opportunity to learn, practice and resolve some of their greatest
Talent challenges. Participants come in with real challenges and walk out with actionable
solutions that will have a meaningful impact on their teams and organizations.











Execute critical processes with excellence
Reduce turnover/Increase retention
Improve employee engagement
Boost productivity
Greater customer satisfaction
Build Trust/Relationships/Collaboration
Lead through Talent
Develop highly engaged & effective workforce
Create & sustain a strong Talent bench

Dynamic Leadership sessions are not simply leadership trainings; each is a unique learning
experience. Our content is strategically designed to challenge conventional leadership practices.
Participants will spend two (2) days evaluating the current leadership landscape and problemsolving new ways to achieving superior business results applicable to your business environment.
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THE CHALLENGE
Are you part of a complex organizational structure that is hindering collaboration? Facing high
turnover in this employee driven market? Struggling to find and learn the type of Talent you
need? Stressing to maintain productivity with dwindling resources?
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To engage Leadership by providing the “how” to






enhance leadership capabilities
build trust
engage their teams
improve collaboration
execute Talent Management processes with excellence

The “HOW”
From people to processes, participants will learn how
to stop managing tasks & deadlines and start leading
as Dynamic Leaders. This includes how to effectively
improve interpersonal relationships and flawlessly
executing Talent Management processes. You will gain
valuable insights, tricks, tools and resources necessary
to grow yourself, your team and your business. As a
Dynamic Leader, you will leave the session with unique
actionable solutions that can be immediately put to use in your organization.

Who will benefit from participating in a Dynamic Leadership session™?
Leadership Level
Entry-level or
next role Leader
31%

Dynamic Leadership was designed to provide
an exceptional learning experience whether
participants have had direct reports for
years, are new to leading people, or are an
HR Business Partner.

Military
9%

Mid-level

HR

C-Suite

Mid-level
32%

C-Suite
14%
Military

HR
14%

Entry-level or next role Leader

Dynamic Leadership Participant Leadership Level Data, 12/31/2021
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How will this course be applicable to my work environment?
Ferguson Learning delivers an innovative, challenging leader development program that is
tailored to the specific needs of each individual participant. This course will help Business
Leaders, managers and HR Business Partners in military, corporate and not-for-profit
organizations practice and develop the most effective leadership skills.
Content learned through practical learning will be applied to the Leader’s actual team, business,
or work environment. (As an example, to complete one activity participants are to bring a copy
of a current or recent job posting for a position on that Leader’s team. This makes learning
relevant and memorable; thus, is easily incorporated into each’s actual business environment.)

What is the ultimate goal of this course?
Each participant learning, growing and paving a distinct path as you define the Leader you want
to be moving forward on your leadership journey.

What will this course cover?
BUSINESS CRITICAL TARGETED DEVELOPMENT TOPICS INCLUDE:
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DLX™ Ratings & Reviews

DLX Targeted Development Ratings

PARTICIPANT RESPONSE

As a result of this course, I have improved my capabilities as a
leader in the following areas:
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Axis Title
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

DLX™ Business Critical Targeted Development Course Evaluation Data, 12/31/2021

DLX™ Reviews
Jennifer J. (VP) - “This was by far one of the best leadership classes I've attended!”
***
Sam D. (Army Officer) – “First off, thank you for a great experience during the Dynamic Leadership
Conference last week. The course material, instruction and schedule was great. I like the practical
exercises included with the lessons. I like that we were not required to share every single piece of our
answers to the practical exercises, but we did have a short discussion each time to ensure everyone had
a good understanding of the material. Overall, the experience was very good and I would recommend it
to anyone. I am very thankful that you reached out.
***
Diane A. (Individual Contributor) – “I wish I had managers with just an ounce of the skills outlined in this
when I was a “supervisor” for 2-3 years. Bravo! I think all the people who attend the workshops will come
away with new skills to help their employees succeed!”
***
Elizabeth R. (Chief Development Officer) – “Thank you so much! The Dynamic Leadership is extremely
helpful training and very insightful. I appreciate all you do.
9
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Lynette T. (New Manager) – “First day was very valuable. I liked the focus on caring and shift to treating
employees like an internal customer. I would've liked a little more on how to utilize HR, as it sounds like
this is a key to success. You and Heather are very kind and bring value. Thank you!
***
Ruby S. (Program Manager) – “Overall it was a great experience.”
***
Chris K. (Naval Officer) – “Participated in the Dynamic Leadership™ (DLX™) development program this
week here in Tampa hosted by Ferguson Learning Company (FLC). DLX™ is the cornerstone of People
Leader development at FLC providing leaders the opportunity to learn, practice and resolve some of their
greatest Talent challenges. Whether you have had direct reports for years or you are new to leading
people, the program provides an exceptional learning experience.
Best part…DLX training is FREE for military servicemembers that have or will be transitioning to a civilian
role within 12 months!
DLX is a 2-day action packed training with targeted leadership development that includes: Managing vs
Leading | Employee Engagement | Trust | Partnerships | Collaborating with HR | Talent Management |
Talent Acquisition | Succession Planning | Career Conversations | Development Planning | Performance
Management | Retention
Throughout the program, Heather Ferguson utilized her book, Leadership Redefined Leaders Reimagined,
to take you through some of the toughest topics facing leaders today. From people to processes,
participants will learn how to stop managing tasks and deadlines and start leading as Dynamic Leaders to
grow yourself, your team, and your business.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!!

Based on my holistic learning experience,
I would attend another training held by
Ferguson Learning Company.
80%
0%

0%

10%

10%

FLC Course Satisfaction Ratings
Strongly Disagree

0%

Disagree

0%

Did not respond

10%

Agree

10%

Strongly Agree

80%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Did not respond

Agree

Strongly Agree

FLC Satisfaction Evaluation Data, 12/31/2021
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Dynamic Leadership Course & Facilitator Evaluation Ratings
There was a proper mix between lecture, discussion &
activities

100%

I am happy that I attended this course

100%

I would recommend this course to my friends & colleagues

100%

I learned skills that will help me in my role as a leader 3%

97%

Content was relevant to my role as leader 6%

97%

Activities, exercises & discussions were effective

4%

96%

Content was organized & easy to follow

6%

94%

Course materials were helpful 2%

98%

Instructor explained concepts, encouraged participation &
interaction

100%

Instructor was knowledgeable, organized & prepared

100%

I would recommend this instructor to my friends &
colleagues

100%

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Dynamic Leadership Learning Experience™ Course Evaluation Data, 12/31/2021

Frequently Asked Questions
FAQ 1

What makes our leadership development different?

 It is new, developed based on years of expertise by a passionate learning and development
leader who cares about Talent and the Leaders who develop them. More importantly, your
work environment is the subject upon which learning content is practiced, assessed, and
serves as the basis for your continued growth as a People Leader as you hone this knowledge
strengthening your team, developing your Talent, and improving your organization.
 You will not stick your Participant Workbook on a shelf and forget it after the session
concludes; it will serve as a framework to develop you and your Talent. Your input within this
Participant Workbook serves as the foundation; therefore, until you achieve executional
excellence, it will serve you well.
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FAQ 2

What is unique about DLX?

 This leadership development course is a learning experience
 The core content is adaptable, responsive and flexible based on the unique experiences of
the participant
 Experiential learning activities
 Blended learning strategies
 Participants learn, practice and then assess new learning as to that currently employed
 Active/passive learning ratio is 80% active participation versus 20% fundamental learning
 Unparalleled patent-pending process
 Incorporates reflection and introspection in the leadership growth and development
 Cutting-edge, pertinent and relevant content
 Activities utilize participant’s actual work scenario
 Participants get to try out their ideas in a risk-free environment
 Interactive, fast paced and evolving activities
 Practical learning enables you to discover and perfect your own best practices
 Facilitated education and activities provide a fundamental foundation upon which to drive
organizational transformation and progress
 Interactive learning builds confidence and facilitates meaningful impact and change
 You aren’t told what needs to be done to become a better leader and then left to find your
own solution; you will experience the HOW
 The Dynamic Leadership Participant Workbook is a learning resource that clearly lays out
the process and steps necessary to carry out the task at hand
 You can reach out to Ferguson Learning post-course should you have a question or need
direction and we encourage you to share your successes, suggestions and even the
attempts that didn’t go quite as planned

FAQ 3

Have you specifically created DLX™ resource materials used during
the session that you provide for continued post-course use?

Yes. DLX resource materials include the following templates:
Career Conversations©
Engagement©
Talent Acquisition©
Intake Session©
Development Planning Data Collection©
Development Planning Action Plan©
Phone Screen© templates
12
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Now the only question is: Will your Dynamic Leadership development be an on-site corporate
session or a public session? Read further for specific information on either or both.
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2-day session

Dynamic Leadership™ Public
Training Sessions

Maximum class - 24 participants per session
Active learning
80% active participation/20% core fundamentals learning
Learning experience
Practical learning
Locations – Currently all 50 states & U.S. territories
When – Dates available now
Instructor-led, in-person sessions are held across the country
View upcoming events at www.fergusonlearning.com/Events
People interactions are the foundation of the Dynamic Leadership™ process. This learning
experience is centered around active participation and personal leadership development. It is
memorable and leads to actionable results that can be utilized in the work environment.
Having high productivity, retention and customer satisfaction does not happen by accident. This
can only be achieved by phenomenal People Leaders who actively develop an engaged
workforce. Developing Talent and Leaders is what we do. Ferguson Learning Company can set
you up for success.

What are the costs?
The participant rate for the two-day Dynamic Leadership session is $1,495 plus applicable taxes.

What do participants receive?
1 limited-license User Agreement per participant
1 Dynamic Leadership Participant Workbook per participant
1 Leadership Redefined Leaders Reimaged© book by Heather Ferguson per participant
1 Certificate of Course Completion per participant
1 Course Evaluation per participant
Learning modules, tools and resources
Resource materials for post-course use
14
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Follow up with participant post-course
*Leadership Redefined Leaders Reimagined as a reference guide and source of information
for post-course use. While everything in the course is not contained within the pages of this
book and everything within the book is not within the course, together they provide an
excellent foundation for leadership growth as development continues post-course.

Click the link below to view upcoming sessions to join fellow Business Leaders and HR
professionals at a session, location or date that works best for your schedule.
Find my Dynamic Leadership Session among the Upcoming DLX Public Sessions Collection
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Dynamic Leadership™ Corporate
Training Sessions
2-day session
Maximum class - 24 participants per session
Global service area
80% active participation/20% core fundamentals learning
Practical learning
Learning experience
When – To Be Determined – Dates available now
Where – Onsite or location of your choice
Corporate Leadership Sessions presented by FLC Facilitators
Ferguson Learning brings the same cutting-edge leadership development Business Leaders are
receiving in public sessions directly to your organization.

What are the costs?
The normal participant rate for the two-day Dynamic Leadership session is $1,495 plus
applicable taxes.
Your corporate rate for 10 or more persons is $1,195 plus applicable taxes.
* With a minimum of 10 participants, Ferguson Learning Company will cover the cost of the
FLC Facilitator and travel + lodging + meals expenses within the U.S. (Offer expires
December 31, 2022.)
The corporate rate for less than 10 persons is $1,195 plus taxes per person, $1,850 per day
facilitator fee, and Ferguson Learning staff travel, meals and lodging expenses.

Client will provide:
Event venue
Audio/visual equipment and accessories
Tables & chairs – Round tables preferred, but not mandatory. Maximum four (4) seats per
table.
Facilitator podium and 2 small tables
Easels, markers and flip chart paper or self-stick flip chart paper
16
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Meals and refreshments

Ferguson Learning Company will provide:
1 limited-license User Agreement per participant
1 Dynamic Leadership Participant Workbook per participant
1 Leadership Redefined Leaders Reimaged© book by Heather Ferguson per participant
1 Certificate of Course Completion per participant
1 Course Evaluation per participant
Learning modules, tools and resources
Resource materials for post-course use
Pre-course opportunity for HR, one-up, or point of contact to share learning gaps and
opportunity areas looking to be addressed

“If our organization utilizes specific forms or templates (i.e., Succession
Planning, Career Conversation, etc.), can they be incorporated into the learning
experience”?
Absolutely! Participants will grasp the learning content and retain more knowledge when it is
applicable to their actual work environment. There is no better tool than resources they are
currently utilizing. An additional bonus is ALL participants can be calibrated as to complete and
proper utilization.
* Note: Documents, forms or templates must be received by Ferguson Learning Company no
less than 14 days prior to the session to ensure the Facilitator has sufficient time and
opportunity to seamlessly incorporate your work/training materials.
** Note: At times, a Facilitator may reach out to the contracting party with suggestions or
recommendations. Please note at the outset if you are unwilling to consider change.

To schedule your DLX™ Corporate session or learn more, reach out to our Learning Experience
Director, Valerie Lunsford, at valerielunsford@fergusonlearning.com.
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Dynamic Leadership™ Facilitator
Training Session
PREREQUISITE: Must first participate in a Dynamic Leadership

Learning Experience™ session
2-day session
2 - 12 participants
80% active participation/20% core fundamentals learning
Learning experience
Active learning
Locations – Worldwide

Train-the-Trainer Session
Organizations have the option of having their own Corporate Facilitator(s) certified to deliver
Ferguson Learning Company’s Dynamic Leadership content.
Are you passionate about developing others?
Do you want to have an impact in the world around you?
Do you have the gift of teaching?
If so, you may have the heart of a facilitator. We believe in our mission, our content, and our
ability to set you up for success.
After attending a Dynamic Leadership instructor-led Public Session or On-site Corporate Session,
participants will spend two days of immersion in Dynamic Leadership Facilitator training. During
this train-the-trainer session, you will have the opportunity to learn from world class facilitators
not only this one-of-a-kind content, but also how to deliver the content in a way that will drive
change for those you teach.
Are you ready to join us as we improve lives one Leader at a time?

What are the costs?
The participant rate for the two-day Dynamic Leadership Facilitator training session is $2,400
plus applicable taxes.
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FAQs:
How does Educational Program Development, Instruction, Administration, and Support
Services apply to DLX?
Development is founded on a patent-pending educational program, process and technique that
undergoes rigorous examination and analysis to ensure it is rooted on a strong educational
foundation; employs best practices; utilizes blending learning techniques; adheres to the Learn,
Practice, Assess process; is memorable and able to be incorporated into your business
environment. Facilitators who meet our high standards are meticulously selected then undergo
rigorous train-the-trainer training and intense scrutiny in order to be certified to deliver FLC
content or materials to you. These passionate, highly qualified subject experts facilitate
development through instruction and knowledge sharing. Administration services ensure you
have a point of contact at FLC who will work with you and your FLC team member(s) to get the
help you need. FLC Support services are unparalleled.

* DLX™ Facilitator annual recertification is required.

If you’re interested in attending an upcoming Dynamic Leadership Facilitator session or in
receiving further information, reach out to our Learning Experience Director, Valerie Lunsford, at
valerielunsford@fergusonlearning.com to let us know.
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Consulting/Services
On-site Corporate Training

On-site Corporate Training is an instructor-led program delivered to an organization’s
employees by a FLC subject expert at its site or another location arranged for by the
organization. Our onsite training courses and workshops address a range of topics.
If you are concerned about the talent health of your organization, need to align your leaders to
a new vision for the future, or want to provide your employees an exceptional employee
experience, we are here to support you. Whether you have a team, an organization, or an
entire business to develop, our facilitators are up for the challenge.
Our Dynamic Leadership™ content is unmatched, and we can bring that same superior learning
experience directly to your employees. Let us help your business evolve by developing the
leaders you need for the future.

Business Partner OnDemand – See Page 22
Consulting Services
Business, Corporate & Management Consulting
Change Management Consulting
Organizational Design & Development Analysis & Consulting
HR Consulting
Coaching Services
Executive, Leadership & Management Coaching
One-on-one Executive Coaching
Cross-functional Collaboration Coaching
Individual Coaching
Additional Services
Analysis & Advisory Services
Keynote Speaker(s)
Learning & Development
20
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Strategic Planning
Workshops
Succession Planning, Talent Development, Management & Positioning
Services and Career Progression Development
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FLC Business Partner OnDemand™
Ferguson Learning Company offers a variety of professional services, business and corporate
management consultation services, advisory services, learning and development programs, tools
and resources to help you and your organization succeed.
The Ferguson Learning team understands how business operates and that your organization’s
growth, stability and future is depending on closing the leadership gap that exists today. We
comprehend that every company faces unique challenges, so we tailor our delivery options to
accommodate your specific situation. Each member of our FLC team brings expertise and passion
to our mission of “changing lives one Leader at a time.” We achieve this lofty goal by transforming
the way businesses and their Leaders think, act and execute.
* No long-term contracts. FLC will come in, help you resolve the challenge hindering your
organization and quietly exit, allowing you to stay focused on running your business.

Find my FLC Business Partner OnDemand
CONSULTING SERVICES
Business, Corporate and Management Consulting Services can help your organization make
positive changes through needs assessment and innovative solution design & implementation.
Our consultants collaborate with your organization in a strategic partnership to ensure the issues
adversely affecting your organization can be identified so you can effectively address those
capability gaps, problems or concerns that adversely affect organizational performance. We offer
a wide range of consulting services to help you assess needs, design and implement solutions.
 Change Management Consulting can help you align Leaders, get employee buy-in, and
meet your objectives on strategic and transformation initiatives that lead to better
outcomes to ensure the change effort is successful and lasting.
 Organizational Design & Development Analysis and Consulting will provide an objective

and detailed assessment of your current organization performance and delineate issues
following an in-depth and multi-faceted data collection process and organizational
analysis. After the root cause of the issue(s) are determined, written recommendations
for addressing them are provided in a comprehensive report.
You will then decide how to proceed forward with change, design, redesign or
restructuring based on effectiveness and transformation with the realization that your
22
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FLC Business Partner is ready to help you achieve your goals OnDemand if and when
you’re ready.
The goal is to devise a solution that solves the issue(s), but just as importantly, that gives
your leadership and Talent the tools to be successful when addressing a similar situation.
 HR Consulting Services - Your FLC Business Partner has vast experience in consulting and

has real-life experience dealing with actual HR issues; possesses in-depth knowledge of
human resource management and best practices; has an analytical mind with problemsolving abilities and the capabilities to strategize and formulate business plans; can
facilitate Leaders learning how to actively assist in recruiting, training and management
of personnel; can help with compliance, engagement, organizational development and
Talent; and can facilitate closing the gap between Business Leaders and HR that prevents
the measurable benefits of working as Business Partners.

Find my FLC Business Partner OnDemand for Consulting Services
Coaching Services
Executive, Leadership and Management Coaching is a dynamic process developed to address
your needs based on your goals and opportunity areas. Your relationship with your FLC Business
Partner enables you to work together to resolve challenges. Utilizing our patent-pending Learn,
Practice, Access process will give you the opportunity become confident in the new direction you
are leading your organization. We do not offer a pre-determined recommended package, require
a retainer agreement, or consider having less than a preset number of coaching sessions to be
ineffective. We are confident in our process, our training materials, our highly competent and
qualified executive coaches, and you. Once you have achieved your goals, our role as your
Business Partner OnDemand™ is successful; it’s your time to take your organization forward. We
believe in your capabilities; however, rest assured if you have a future need your FLC Business
Partner will be ready to join forces with you to tackle the issue.
One-on-one Executive Coaching provides ultimate personal guidance on your transformative
journey of leadership development. It is personalized to determine your strengths and
opportunity areas, frame your leadership style, enhance your personal strengths, address areas
for development, and is strategically designed to be impactful. Based on this, you will establish
an action plan that holds you accountable to yourself through completion.
Cross-functional Collaboration Coaching encompasses building, developing and maintaining
relationships. Partnerships center on collaboration, be it within a team, among teams, within
leadership ranks, cross-functional relationships, between Business Leaders and HR, or across an
organization.
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Individual Coaching can promote employee engagement, help get an employee back on track,
show your top Talent they are appreciated or facilitate advancement to a new or expanded role.

Find my FLC Business Partner OnDemand for Coaching Services
Business Partner OnDemand™ Services also include, but are not limited to:
Analysis and Advisory Services










Strategic Planning & Alignment
Business Competence
Capability Building
Human Capital Strategy
Management
Performance
Process Management
Professional
Transformation

Keynote Speaker(s)
FLC speakers spark meaningful conversations that engage your group. FLC will consult with you
to determine impactful topics that will help you reach your event goals. Our speakers bring their
best to every speaking engagement with inspiring insights and storytelling.
Learning and Development Services
Delivery of off-the-shelf leadership and talent learning and development courseware, learning
tools and train-the-trainer certification to deliver FLC Dynamic Leadership courses to Talent and
Leaders within your organization.
Custom Content Development, discussed on Page 27, includes customized off-the-shelf learning
and development, customized content development courseware and unique custom content
developed specifically for your organization.
Professional, Leadership and Management Development Training and Talent Development
Training are the most commonly requested learning and development services.
Organizations committed to the continued learning and development of Talent within often
provide its own corporate training by Learning and Development or HR professionals who are
certified by FLC after participating in a Dynamic Leadership Learning Experience™ session and a
subsequent train-the-trainer session.
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Problem Solving Services
You know you have key challenges your team has identified. Your FLC Business Partner can help
you get to the root cause(s) by holding a Problem Solving Process Workshop where your team
can develop actionable solutions to mitigate or resolve those challenges.
Strategic Planning Services
You will delineate specific business goals and formulate the actions and resources needed to
accomplish them. Your Business Partner will guide and support you throughout the planning
process, from creating a strategic vision to implementation of an effective strategic plan designed
to achieve organizational excellence.
Workshops
FLC subject matter experts facilitate leadership workshops based on your requirements to
support an organization’s wellbeing, close capability gap(s), get leadership alignment, enhance
workforce engagement and more.
Succession Planning, Talent Development, Management & Positioning Services, and
Career Progression Development techniques
FLC experts can provide the tools and training to help your organization establish or redesign its
Succession Planning process.

If you don’t see what you are looking for, please contact us.

Find my FLC Business Partner OnDemand
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Custom Content Development
Custom Content can be developed to ensure an exceptional learning experience that results in
behavioral change. Our Development Team will partner with you to understand your business
challenge, develop and deliver a custom learning solution that will close the gaps that are
hindering business performance.
Unique custom content
Unique custom content is developed by learned experts specifically for your organization.
Upgrade your off-the-shelf learning and development content
We can customize your courseware, learning tools and resources to facilitate your organization
yielding significant, sustainable performance results while minimizing associated costs by
modifying your organization’s current content to meet the goals and needs of your organization.
Customized Solutions
Customized Solutions can integrate FLC solutions with your original, internally developed
organizational materials; tailor FLC content, resources and tools to develop and design training
and organizational improvement solutions to meet your requirements; develop unique
solutions that meet your specific needs; or incorporate a hybrid customized solution that
involves one or more of these processes.

Connect with one of our developers now.
Connect with a member of the FLC Development Team for Custom Content Development
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Resources
Leadership Redefined Leaders Reimagined©
Leadership Development Book
This is a thought-provoking guide to help Leaders improve their ability to:






Lead through Talent (people)
Improve the talent health of their team
Create and sustain a strong talent bench
Develop a highly engaged workforce
Execute critical processes with excellence

Leadership Redefined Leaders Reimagined: Improving Lives one Leader at a Time© challenges
the current state of leadership and how Leaders operate to achieve business objectives. Get the
transparent and sometimes hard-hitting truths that every Leader needs to know.
Learn not only what needs to be done, but also how to accomplish what may seem like
daunting tasks in your continuing leadership development journey. Resources and templates to
facilitate your success moving forward are included within this book and are also available for
download at fergusonlearning.com/Resources.
Take the needed step towards becoming the Leader you want to be and strive to become.
Available on our website by clicking here:

Available on Amazon by clicking image:

Leadership Redefined Leaders Reimagined

*Dynamic Leadership participants receive a copy of Leadership Redefined Leaders
Reimagined© as a reference guide and source of information for post-course use.
**While everything in the course is not contained within the pages of this book and
everything within the book is not within the course, together they provide an excellent
foundation for leadership growth as development continues post-course.
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Thank you for your interest in FLC’s Services.
We look forward to working with you! Reach out to your SPOC with
questions, to learn more, or to move forward with a learning solution
that best meets your needs.
Please contact us to discuss your goals. Your single point of contact
(SPOC) is Valerie Lunsford.
Contact Valerie directly at valerielunsford@fergusonlearning.com.
Sincerely,

The FLC Team
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